BON’S SWAGED BUTTON HANDLE NOW AVAILABLE IN MAGNESIUM

(GIBSONIA, PA, USA) – Bon’s Magnesium Swaged Button Handle is made from high quality magnesium that is powder coated so it will not oxidize. The coating prevents hands from turning black while working. The handle is nearly half as light as an aluminum handle making it easy to maneuver, yet it is strong for durability. It easily locks into place with one quick snap and will not loosen during use.

Bon’s Magnesium Swaged Handle is 1-3/4” diameter and is available in 6’ and 8’ lengths. These magnesium handles are compatible with matching aluminum handles.

About Bon Tool Co:
Bon Tool Co., a leading manufacturer of construction tools and equipment in the United States, has been manufacturing construction tools for professionals since 1958. More than 6,000 contractor-quality hand tools are currently available. For more information contact our sales department at 800-444-7060 or visit the website at www.bontool.com.

Part #:
82-920 1-3/4” Magnesium Swaged Button Handle – 6’;
82-921 1-3/4” Magnesium Swaged Button Handle – 8’;
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A corresponding image is available (82-921~detail)